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Museum Schwerin, Kunstsammlungen.
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Johann Joachim Kaendler (1706–75) was even for his time an exceptionally
well-read and highly educated artist. As the anonymous author of his obit-
uary stressed, the foundations of a solid humanist education had already
been laid in his parental home, and he had continued his education as an

adult, above all in classical mythology.1 One of the most significant publica-
tions on the subject, Benjamin Hederich’s Gründlichem Mythologischen Lexikon,
which Kaendler is known to have owned, served the artist as a reference
work.2 Therefore, it is not surprising that Kaendler was clearly concerned
with achieving the maximum amount of realism in his mythological, historical
and allegorical works. In this context it might appear anachronistic that the
artist often based the form and appearance of his gods and heroes, on sev-
enteenth and eighteenth-century engravings. Various Baroque paintings and
prints have recently been suggested as the visual sources for the Nereids
that crown the tureens of the Swan Service (1738).3The model for the group
of Aeneas, Anchises and Ascanius from around 1755 turns out to be a print
dated 1734 by Bernhard Picard (1673–1733) (figs. 1 and 2).4

In contrast, Joachim von Sandrart’s influential Teutscher Academie (1675–
79) had long been urging artists north of the Alps to base their depictions of
ancient mythology and history on works of classical art in order to avoid
mistakes in iconography and especially in depictions of costumes and
weapons, while Benjamin Hederich advises ‘painters, sculptors, medallists ...
and the like, whose works are inspired by antiquity and represent gods, god-
desses and the like, to model these on the art of the Ancient world.’5

Until now there has been no evidence that Kaendler sourced classical
motifs from anything but engravings and paintings of the time. The opportu-
nity of studying the art of antiquity from the original and drawing on it for
his creative work already existed, due to Dresden being one of the few
courts in the Holy Roman Empire to possess a major collection of classical
sculptures at this early stage, through the acquisition in 1728 of the collec-
tions of Agostino Chigi and Alessandro Albani. Kaendler and his colleagues
enjoyed unrestricted access to the ruler’s art and natural history cabinets;
for Augustus the Strong and his successors it was natural to grant their
artists, including porcelain painters and modellers, unfettered access to their
collections, in order to study and therefore improve the quality of their man-
ufacturing. Although Kaendler is known to have made use of the opportunity
to visit the Elector’s natural history collection to do drawings,6 it has not
been possible to show that he had an interest in the princely collection of
classical sculpture. This is astonishing, given that Kaendler’s open letter of
December 1738 concerning proposals for improving the organisation of the
sculpture workshop, advises providing apprentices with copies of classical

works: ‘It is incidentally my humblest request that if the manufactory be per-
mitted to spend thirty or forty talers to acquire modern plaster copies of
the famous Roman sculptures, like the Apollo [of Belvedere], the Greek
Venus, the Hercules, the Laocoön with his sons, the Wrestlers, the Claudiat-
eve, the Mercury, the Leda, the Atlantem and so on, to be brought here for
the purpose of convenient study, but especially for the edification of the yet
so inexperienced youth as in an academy. I would like to teach the many
young lads within the shortest space of time to the greatest benefit of the
factory and would promise without vain aspirations that a high commission
would indeed witness such an effect.’7 So we know that Kaendler was familiar
with the classical style of the early modern period. It is also remarkable that
a whole twenty-six years before the opening of an art academy in Dresden,
Kaendler was seeking to improve the artistic qualities of Meissen porcelain
by promoting the study and copying of classical reproductions. However, the
copies of famous classical sculptures that Kaendler calls for in his letter were
not to arrive in Dresden until 1783, with the purchase of 833 plaster casts
from the collection of the painter Anton Raphael Mengs.8 Although Kaendler
was not to have any casts of classical sculptures available to him during his

Figure 2. Bernhard Picard, The Sack of Troy, 1734, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden,
Kupferstichkabinett.



lifetime, the elector’s collections did include numerous engravings depicting
famous Greek and Roman sculptures and small-scale bronze copies.  As al-
ready mentioned, artists working for the court enjoyed almost unrestricted
access to these collections. As we will see, Kaendler did indeed make use of
the opportunity of using engravings and bronze copies as media to study
classical sculptures, but rather than applying the inspiration of classical an-
tiquity to mythological or historical motifs, as one would expect, Kaendler
adopted classical patterns for some of his Comedia dell’Arte figures. 

In 1738, the very year he asked for plaster copies of classical sculptures
to be acquired for the training of young modellers, Kaendler created a har-
lequin whose expressive movements turn out on closer examination to be
a free but clearly identifiable paraphrasing of the right-hand son in the
Laocoön group (fig. 4).

We cannot know for certain whether Kaendler used the almost seventy
centimetre tall bronze copy that Raymond Le Plat purchased for Augustus
the Strong in 1714 in Paris (fig. 3), or whether he was working from one of
the numerous copperplate engravings
of the famous sculpture (fig. 7).
Either way the similarities with
the model are striking: The right
leg of the porcelain figure rests,
like that of the famous original, on
the ground, the knee slightly bent.
Kaendler places the left foot – lifted
in the original to kick away a snake –
on a tree stump; here it lacks the snake
as motivation for the movement, but with-
out a support the porcelain leg would
probably have collapsed during fir-
ing. In both figures the torso fol-
lows the arms, turning to the
right but bending slightly left
from the waist, the gaze fol-
lowing the extended right
arm. In the original the son’s
arm is raised imploringly to-
wards his father. In
Kaendler’s version the
gesture is greatly
toned down and rein-
terpreted as the waving of a
hat. Whereas the left hand in
the original is grasping the
snake, Kaendler’s harlequin
is holding a large beer
tankard. 

So what might have led
Kaendler to take such an in-
terest in the Laocoön group,
which came to us as an Au-

gustan marble copy of a sculpture produced around 200 BC? Why take the
stirring death struggle of the Trojan priest Laocoön and his sons Antiphantes
and Thymbraeus as the model for characters from the Commedia dell’Arte?
Kaendler had a broad selection of engravings showing characters from the
Commedia dell’Arte available to him, on which he demonstrably drew for
other porcelain commedians.9 Was he merely interested in the pose and
movement of the Greek statue? Or did the porcelain sculptor Kaendler de-
liberately set out to quote in a different, lesser genre what is perhaps the
most famous of all classical marble sculptures – regarded since Pliny the
Elder’s Naturalis Historia (vol. 36) as ‘opus omnibus et picturae et statuariae
artis praeponendum’, a work superior to all other works of painting and
sculpture? I would like to examine this question further.

In the example owned by the Porcelain Collection of the Staatliche Kun-
stsammlungen Dresden the tankard held by harlequin bears the monogram
‘Z M’ and the year ‘1738’ (fig. 5). Hans Sonntag interprets the conspicuous
monogram ‘Z M’ as the initials of the actor and theatre director Joseph Fer-
dinand ‘Zanni’ Müller (1700–61).10 Müller’s theatre company toured the Ger-
man-speaking courts performing political, historical and mythological dramas
with comic interludes, comedies in the style of the Commedia Dell’Arte and
translations of Molière. Müller became famous in his role as Hanswurst or
Harlequin. This is also how he gained the epithet Zanni, for in the Commedia
Dell’Arte, Harlequin is one of the servants, or Zanni. Until the mid-eighteenth
century visiting comedy troupes regularly played at the Saxon court. In 1750
Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717–68) wrote from Dresden to his child-
hood friend Uden: ‘The opera of Sign. Metastasio entitled Regulo [i.e. Attilo
Regulo by Pietro Trapassi alias Antonio Pietro Metastasio] has been playing
here since the New Year and I have watched it several times, as well as some

Italian comedies that for all their splendour are so absurd that I am forced
to wonder how taste has deteriorated.’11 As we see, in favour of the

Saxon court the coarse slapstick of the Commedia Del-
l’Arte seems to have coexisted relatively peacefully

alongside the serious classical
themes of opera and tragedy.

In 1733 Zanni Müller and
his comedy troupe were
granted the Saxon-Polish

court comedy award, entitling
them to play at the Leipzig
theatre, a privilege previously
held by Friederike Caroline

Neuber and her company. To-
gether with Johann Christoph

Gottsched, Neuber had been
fighting a long struggle against the
Commedia Dell’Arte, which she
regarded as unclassical, tasteless
and devoid of any educational con-
tent, respectively, Müller’s the

Commedia Dell’Arte’s triumph
in Leipzig represented a dev-

Figure 3. Laocoön, first half
of 17th century, Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen
Dresden,
Skulpturensammlung.
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Figure 4. Johann Joachim Kaendler, Harlequin, Meissen, 1738, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden,
Porzellansammlung.

Figure 5. Johann Joachim Kaendler, Harlequin, Meissen, 1738, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden,
Porzellansammlung (detail during restauration).

astating blow for Neuber and Gottsched, whose theatre
followed the tradition of the French tragédie classique.
Their response in 1737 was to go down in theatrical his-
tory. During a guest performance in Leipzig, where Zanni
Müller was celebrating success after success, Neuber’s
company began the evening with an allegorical prelude
entitled Der alte und neue Geschmack (The old taste and
the new; unfortunately lost), which culminated in the
symbolic banishment of Hanswurst/Harlequin from the
German stage. This situation earned Neuber so much
popularity that she was able to keep going in Leipzig
alongside Müller’s repertoire until 1738. Incidentally, we
know that while they were based in Leipzig, Friederike
Caroline Neuber and her company regularly performed
before Frederick Augustus II and his guests at the hunting
lodge, Hubertusburg. One may safely assume that the de-
bate over the merits of classical Enlightenment theatre
versus the harlequinade was in full swing at the Dresden
court when Kaendler created his Laocoön harlequin in
1738.12

Against the background of these events, Kaendler’s
humour with elements borrowed from classical antiquity



Figure 6. Johann Joachim Kaendler, Harlequin, Meissen, c. 1738, Hamburg, Museum für
Kunst und Gewerbe.
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seem to be making a statement about the debate on classicism  of 1737–38,
holding up a mirror to dogmatic classicism. In fact, the means Kaendler uses
to achieve that end are those of the theatre itself, for the Commedia Del-
l’Arte and farces that made up the repertoire of the comedy troupe often
themselves parodied classicism. In the farces, classical heroic themes were
accompanied, commented on and interrupted by the grotesque running jokes
of Harlequin and his friends – to the general merriment of the audience –
while numerous Commedia Dell’Arte plays satirised the revered classics of
the French stage. The structure of these satires, where the original plot orig-
inal is reduced to farce by Harlequin and Columbine, while retaining the clas-
sical metre, certainly exhibits parallels with Kaendler’s Laocoön adaptation.13

Contemporaries designated such parodying mixtures the héroï-comique genre.
Kaendler’s harlequin in the pose of Laocoön’s son can be understood as
héroï-comique in this sense, as a tongue-in-cheek interpretation of a classic
that challenges the singularity of classicism and stands up for unheroic genres
– to which porcelain art belonged.

At this point it should be mentioned that Kaendler’s harlequin is but one
of many Laocoön parodies produced during early modern times.14 The Cab-
inet of Prints and Drawings of the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden pos-
sesses a copy of the famous woodcut, formerly attributed to Titian in which
Laocoön and his sons are replaced by apes (fig. 11).15 In the absence of con-
temporary inventory lists, however, we cannot know whether it was already
in the collection during Kaendler’s time and whether the artist might have
known it.

Kaendlers first Laocoön harlequin was not to remain alone for long.
Around 1738 the artist created another comedian, for which he now chose
the second son in the Laocoön group as his model (fig. 6). On a print dating
from 1585 that could have served Kaendler as his inspiration (and is still in
the Print Collection in Dresden today) the son on the left extends his right
arm above his head in a mannered pose (fig. 7). The porcelain harlequin clearly
emulates this movement, although the slapstick in its hand is an addition of
Kaendler’s of course.16 In its left hand, which in the original is warding off a
snake, Kaendler’s figure holds a candle. The harlequin’s left leg is bent and
raised in an apparently unmotivated fashion; the inspiration for this unsteady
stance is easily recognised in the bent legs of the original, which the snake
has already lifted clear off the ground. Kaendler of course had to change one
into a supporting leg in order to ensure his figure could stand.

In contrast to the classical copies of the late eighteenth century, which
seek to faithfully reproduce the originals, and even attempt to imitate their
material using biscuit porcelain, Kaendler chose to make his adaptations of
the Laocoön sculpture a hidden reference for those who understood. There
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were two main occasions at court for shared discovery of such hidden clas-
sical references: at table and in the cabinet. Since the Middle Ages the princely
table had been decorated for special occasions with figurines, and, since the
1730s, porcelain figures. They served to entertain guests by offering rich ma-
terial for conversation. Whereas the political allegories placed on the table
at official state banquets were intended to ‘provoke intelligent discussion
among those present’,17 hunting scenes and the Commedia Dell’Arte steered
table talk towards innocuous topics. At less formal meals guests were ex-
pected to avoid serious talk or controversial issues. We know, for example,
that Louis XV only tolerated hunting and theatrical conversations at his
table.18 By allowing guests to unveil a classical parody with a contemporary
background, and thus impress one another with their knowledge of art,
Kaendler’s harlequins undoubtedly, fulfilled their purpose as conversation
pieces. 

The same applied to conversation in the cabinet, the small room at the
end of a succession of official chambers to which only the selected few were
admitted. Cabinets tended to house those parts of the art collection that
demanded closer scrutiny. The ruler and his spouse made a point of sharing
access to their cabinet pieces with only a handful of favourites. Here too, art
served as an occasion for intellectual conversation where an intimate circle
could show off their knowledge of science and art. No gentleman could af-
ford to encounter unprepared ‘such things of mythology, and he will be
ashamed of himself if he must look on them like a cow looking at a new gate,
maybe knowing not what such things actually are and mean, perhaps even
through his ignorance embarrassing himself before others if his interpretation
and reasoning are wrong or he is asked a question and must excuse his ig-
norance. This very same may afflict the noble cavalier just as the courteous
merchant and suchlike, thus each and every man who wishes to raise himself
above the common rabble must know something of this learned gallantry.’19

A person who was able to hold their own in discussions about art, interpret
the classical iconography and even discover a hidden reference to antiquity
was undoubtedly able to profit from that ability. In such circumstances,
Kaendler’s Laocoön harlequins make perfect cabinet pieces. In the art cabinet
it would even have been possible to juxtapose the porcelain figure with a
bronze miniature of Laocoön. Indeed, a French auction catalogue from 1777
describes the fashion for placing porcelains and bronzes together for the
purposes of comparison: ‘The old porcelains have always been regarded as
essential to the harmonious beauty every enthusiast seeks in a cabinet …
what pleasure for the eye, to glimpse them tastefully arranged among marble
vases and bronze figurines. The splendour of the one successfully awakens
our learned interest in the other.’20

In 1764, twenty-six years after the first two, Kaendler created a third har-
lequin whose movement and, even facial expression, was influenced by
Laocoön (fig. 8).21

This time Kaendler’s model is the central figure of the group, the priest
Laocoön himself. When the ancient sculpture was unearthed in 1504
Laocoön’s right arm was missing. A new outstretched arm was added in 1532
and is to be seen on all reproductions until the original arm was found in
1960. The porcelain harlequin’s right arm reproduces this Renaissance-era

Figure 7. Laocoön, in: Giovanni Battista Cavalieri: Antiquarum Statuarum Urbis Romae
Liber, vol. 1, Rom 1585, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett.
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repair. In its left hand Kaendler’s figure holds a hat rather than, as in the orig-
inal, keeping the snake at bay but the actual positioning of the fingers is un-
cannily similar in both cases. The anatomically well-defined torso of the
original is also closely followed in the harlequin figure, through whose close-
fitting doublet the muscular contours show in a manner that is unusual for
Kaendler. At first glance the stance of the harlequin’s legs bears little resem-
blance to the original. But closer examination suggests that Kaendler has in
his imagination lifted Laocoön from his seat and shifted his weight to the left
leg; this turns the right leg into the free one, angled to the rear. The beard
(atypical for a harlequin) and the plaintive open mouth, clearly emulate the
original.

The playful, tongue-in-cheek undertone with which Kaendler had his har-
lequins copy the poses of the Laocoön sons in 1738 seems to have com-
pletely disappeared in this figure created in 1764, just a year after the Peace
of Hubertusburg ended the Seven Years’ War. This new piece reflects the tur-
bulence of its time. The devastation of war and the deaths in 1763 of Augus-
tus III and Heinrich Count Brühl brought about the end of an era in Saxony.
Aesthetically, sentimentalism and classicism superseded the lightness and fri-
volity of the Rococo. Meissen, where Höroldt and Kaendler had held the
artistic reins until 1763, had to adapt to the new spirit or get left behind
completely. In 1764 the newly founded art academy in Dresden was put in
charge of drawing lessons for the manufactory and the Frenchman Michel
Victor Acier was appointed as the new artistic director at Meissen. To all in-
tents and purposes Höroldt and Kaendler were left out in the cold. The year
1764 also saw the publication in Dresden of a book that was to spread the
idea of the precedence of Greek art, like wildfire throughout Europe: Johann
Joachim Winckelmann’s opus magnum, the Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums.
From that point, ideas about what was good, true and beautiful were defined
by what classical antiquity had (or was believed to have) brought forth, along
with works of contemporary classicism. Winckelmann regarded Laocoön as

Figure 8. (Opposite) Johann Joachim Kaendler, Harlequin, Meissen, 1764, private
collection.

Figure 9. (Detail) Johann Joachim Kaendler, Harlequin, Meissen, 1764, private collection 

Figure 10. Johann Joachim Kaendler, Three Harlequins, Meissen, 1738 and 1764,
(photomontage).
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the quintessence of art, believing it to embody the much-quoted, ‘noble sim-
plicity and quiet greatness’ that to him defined the essence of the art of An-
cient Greece. Winckelmann describes the facial expression of Laocoön as
follows: ‘His face is plaintive without shouting, his eyes are raised in search
of salvation. The mouth is full of melancholy, the bottom lip heavy with the
same; in the upper lip this mingles with pain, sending an impulse of vexation
at his unworthy, undeserved plight to the nose, causing it to swell and show-
ing itself in the flared and upward-drawn nostrils.’22 A close look at Kaendler’s
harlequin of 1764 gives reason to suppose that Kaendler might have read
Winckelmann’s Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums immediately after its pub-
lication and has tried to model the face of his harlequin Laocoön according
to the written description there (fig. 9). 

Not until the third harlequin had been completed did it become possible
to recreate the whole Laocoön group with porcelain harlequins (fig. 10).  Al-
though Kaendler did not match the design of the base, he certainly made
sure the size of his bearded harlequin fitted with the two harlequins of
1738.23 Placing the three figures together would have made the connection
to the famous original much more obvious than the single figures could, al-
though there are sufficient grounds for doubting that a porcelain collector
would have really appreciated this in the age of classicism. For Kaendler, the

parody seems to have been a means
of coping with the aesthetic and per-
sonal turmoils of the post-war pe-
riod. If we follow Dieter Lamping’s
definition, parody adapts an original ‘in
order to distance itself from it … it
always expresses a non-affirmative at-
titude towards the original… its in-
tention is to create a discrepancy
between form and content. It always
seeks a comic effect … to make fun.
The laughter it provokes is more than
a matter of cognition and recognition,
it is a laughter of schadenfreude and
aggression.’24. By 1764 Kaendler found
that he was trapped in the role of the
representative of an artistic taste that
had been stamped trivial by self-
anointed high art. ‘Most porcelain is
formed into laughable dolls, with the
resulting effect of disseminating this
childish taste everywhere, rather than
reproducing the eternal works of an-
cient art and thus to teach as well as
entertain,’ is how Winckelmann was
to mock Meissen in his Anmerkungen
über die Geschichte der Kunst des Al-

terthums in 1767.25 Kaendler for his part was left with the ‘laughter of
schadenfreude and aggression’ over a classical reference that in the end he
alone may have understood.

Translated from German by Meredith Dale
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